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It's all about tea! This beautiful package is an elegant and sturdy swing-open box containing a 32-page
booklet and 40 illustrated cards with recipes, serving ideas, and facts about tea. Here, exquisitely packaged,
is everything gourmets and tea drinkers need to know about the varieties of tea, the foods and desserts that
complement tea, and the different teatime customs and ceremonies practiced around the world. Described are
teas and tea rituals from China, Japan, England, France, Germany, Italy, and Russia. On the face of each 5
1/2" x 7 7/8" card is a rich, full-color photo showing teas, tea-time foods, and tea-serving pots, samovars, and
accessories. The card's reverse side offers either a recipe that features tea as one of its ingredients or a
description of tea varieties and tea-serving customs. The accompanying booklet, also beautifully illustrated,
presents a delightfully informal social history of tea and its many varieties. Just a few of the unusual and
delightful recipes for foods, drinks, and desserts presented on the recipe cards are ... Sechuan tea with fruit
and cream ... Braised ham flavored with spices and tea ... Earl Grey tea with chocolate ... Baked apple
flavored with Ceylon tea ... Creme anglais with mint tea ... Hard-boiled egg with Cantonese tea, and many
more. Additional cards show and describe Chinese and Japanese tea ceremonies, discuss the best tea-brewing
methods for different tea varieties, and introduce readers to some of the world's less familiar teas. Every tea
lover will treasure The Tea Box. Others who simply want to start exploring the world of tea will open this
handsome package and become instant coverts to the delicacies of these rich brews.
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From reader reviews:

Todd Jacob:

Do you considered one of people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold
on guys this kind of aren't like that. This Tea Box, The book is readable simply by you who hate those
straight word style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving
also decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer involving Tea Box, The content conveys
the thought easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but
it just different in the form of it. So , do you continue to thinking Tea Box, The is not loveable to be your top
collection reading book?

Dane People:

Exactly why? Because this Tea Box, The is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for you
to snap it but latter it will distress you with the secret that inside. Reading this book next to it was fantastic
author who all write the book in such wonderful way makes the content on the inside easier to understand,
entertaining technique but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of benefits than the other book
include such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking approach. So , still want to hold off
having that book? If I were being you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Bella Singer:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this Tea Box, The reserve written by
well-known writer who really knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who have
read the book. Written within good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and creating skill only for
eliminate your personal hunger then you still question Tea Box, The as good book not merely by the cover
but also from the content. This is one reserve that can break don't evaluate book by its deal with, so do you
still needing a different sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already
said so why you have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Sally Canady:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got pupils? We believe that that query was
given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. So you know that
little person like reading or as looking at become their hobby. You need to know that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except
your personal teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update regarding something by book. Numerous
books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them are these claims Tea Box, The.
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